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Houston, Texas, 08.01.2023, 22:03 Time

USPA NEWS - Ladi D’S NEW SINGLE “CAME UP”
BRINGS A VERY BOBBISH MOOD TO LISTENERS’ EARS. “Came Up” is a very unique, and catchy song. Ladi D speaks about
trust and coming up from nothing.

Came Up releases on January 13, 2023, on all platforms.

Ladi D Surname is sexy, bold, and gravitating, to say the least. Her upcoming single “Came Up” is very captivating and will leave you
very motivated and full of energy. Ladi D comes off as very hardcore and raw but uses her very own life experience to encourage you
to keep persevering despite what life throws at you, there’s light at the end of the tunnel.
Ladi D came from the country streets of East Texas to the city streets of Houston, Tx with a desire to chase her dreams and goals and
provide a better lifestyle for her and her children. Upon doing so she faced many obstacles that could have led her to give up or quit
but she didn’t, she has continued to put all her many talents to create the brand that she now has.

In such a short time span Ladi D has branded herself as Ladi D Limited Liability Company, established her own record label “Royalty
Only Entertainment, Ladi D Publishing, The ROE PODCAST, and Millionaire Mentorship Inspire Lives.

On September 6, 2023, Ladi D has plans of making it her official day in Houston, Tx in which she will mentor the youth, and give back
to women and children affected by domestic violence through her nonprofit Millionaire Mentorship Inspire Lives. She will also perform,
interview, and give others in the music & entertainment industry an opportunity to share not only their talents but their story. The Ladi D
brand will continue to keep growing and expand and reach many people globally.

Ladi D will continue to create music, shows, and opportunities for others not just in the music and entertainment industry. She does
have plans to build other business ventures in the near future. One of which is paving the way for her two daughters "Markeya" and
"Kaleya" of the "2 Boss Girlz" duo group. Ladi D has plans to teach her girls all there is to know about the business aspect .

Ladi D currently has 24.5 thousand followers on Instagram, 7.4 thousand on her personal Facebook, 1.4 thousand on her artist page,
400 followers on YouTube, 543 on Twitter, and 3,073 on TikTok. She will continue to network and create content to reach her goal of
being verified and monetized across all platforms. 
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